The Insurance and Safety Fire Commissioners Office has been afforded the opportunity to provide to all registered fire departments in the state of Georgia the use Imagetrend Elite.

- This system is a complete fire RMS (Records Management System) that allows fire departments to go paperless for data collection and incident reporting.
- This secure web-based system provides for advanced fire operations including staff and equipment management at any time, from anywhere.
- This system is ideally suited for state and local-level administrative reporting data management, while providing local data submission and reporting capabilities.
- ImageTrend Elite is a simple, centralized data repository for all fire department data to seamlessly integrate NFIRS reports, inspection data, response plans and operational function data.
- Easy to use NFIRS form is designed to increase efficiency and minimize errors by utilizing data entry shortcuts. This will assist in creating uniformity in records.

### Customizable
- Modules
- Checklists
- Printable Reports
- Permissions

### Track Inventory & Maintenance
The inventory module allows the tracking and management of physical assets on a high-level or detailed basis.
- Assign inventory to location
- Record product attributes
- Record and Schedule maintenance

### Fire Inspections
- Easy to use forms
- Store/Track occupant information
- Violation tracking
- Offline Inspections (included)
- Capture needed signatures on scene
- NFPA 101, 120-3-3 etc. built in
- Add Photographs/Documents
- Send custom report via email through website

### Reports
- Build Custom reports to cater to GFSTC, Pension Fund, and ISO
- Authorized users can access all data for reports
- Schedule reports to be sent regularly

### Truck Checklists
- Build custom daily/weekly/monthly truck check-off lists
- Notifications when truck checks are in-progress and completed
- Receive warning notifications when an item is low or missing

### Additional Integrations
- Integrates with CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) systems/ this is provided at an additional cost to departments
- Integrates with scheduling software, such as Crewsense, aladtech etc.
- Integrates with Target Solutions

For More Information: [www oci ga gov](http://www.oci.ga.gov)
Click the Fire Marshal Tab

Contact to Get Started:
Blake Beckham
ImageTrend@sfm.ga.gov
C: 470-725-5722